
One day mouse Pof and lion Bot went to school. Mouse had a maths test that 

day. She was shivering with fear. 

- “What are you worried about?” Lion asked. 

- “I'm not very good at math and today I have a test.” Mouse replied. 

- “Ha! I would write such a test in 5 minutes!” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As a result, the mouse felt even worse. After 45 minutes of stress, she left the 

classroom and saw the lion eating fruit salad.  

- “Ha ha! The Lion who eats salad! What a view!” The mouse laughed. 

- “So what? I can run faster than you at least!” The lion  answered. “Let's 

race!”  



- “Ok!”  The mouse agreed. 

-  “Ready, steady go!” 

The race started but unfortunately Bot stumbled over the backpack. He fell 

over and hurt his knee. The mouse felt sorry and she went home. 

The next day they met in front of school. 

- “I'm sorry that I bragged about my knowledge before your maths tests 

and about my running skills.” The lion said. 

- “And I’m sorry I laughed when you ate your salad.” The replied .  

They both decided to be kind to each other. During the Art lesson, Bot made 

a drawing of the mouse and she advised him what can be improved. They 

both got 6 but the mouse saw that the lion was afraid of something. 

- “What are you so worried about?” The mouse asked. 

- “Because I didn’t do my physics homework.” The lion confessed. 

- “Can I help you?” The mouse asked. 

- “Yes. I need some help.” 

- “This is a piece of cake.” The mouse said. 

                                       LATER 

-“Thank you Pof.” The lion said. 

-  “The pleasure is all mine.” 

Lion got 5 from this homework and he was happy all day. 

- “Oh no!” The mouse said. 

- “What happened?” The lion asked. 

- “I haven't my second breakfast!” The mouse answered. 

- “I can give you one of my sandwiches.” The lion told. 

-  “Thank you Bot.” The mouse replied and took one sandwich. 

They decided to be kind to each other, because they knew it  pays off. 



                                               

 


